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The Peregrine soliton is often considered as a prototype of the rogue waves. After recent advances
in the semi-classical limit of the 1-D focusing Nonlinear Schro¨dinger (NLS) equation [Bertola, M.,
Tovbis, A., Commun. Pure Appl. Math. 66, 678752 (2013)] this conjecture can be seen from
another perspective. In the present paper, connecting deterministic and statistical approaches, we
numerically demonstrate the effect of the universal local appearance of Peregrine solitons on the
evolution of statistical properties of random waves. Evidences of this effect are found in recent
experimental studies in the contexts of fiber optics and hydrodynamics. The present approach can
serve as a powerful tool for the description of the transient dynamics of random waves and provide
new insights into the problem of the rogue waves formation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ocean waves of extremely high amplitude appear more
often than it is predicted by the linear theory [1, 2]. Such
waves are known as freak or rogue waves (RW). One of
the first examples of directly recorded RWs is the New
Year wave that crashed onto the Draupner platform in
the North Sea in 1995 [3]. The measured wave height
is 25.6 m (trough to crest), while the significant wave
height (four standard deviations of the surface elevation)
is approximately 12 m. Waves of such amplitude uncon-
ditionally represent a great danger to mariners. There-
fore, understanding the nature of the RWs and predicting
their emergence are problems of paramount importance
in physics [1, 4, 5].
First water tank experiment aiming to demonstrate the
emergence of the RWs in well-controlled laboratory con-
ditions is eported in [6]. The authors studied the nonlin-
ear dynamics of unidirectional waves on the surface of the
deep water. In order to mimic the real sea state, a spec-
trum having a particular asymmetric shape and delta-
correlated phases of every Fourier component is used to
generate the random initial conditions. This spectrum
is found empirically during the measurements provided
in the North sea in 1960th known as Joint North Sea
Wave Project (JONSWAP) [7]. According to the cen-
tral limit theorem, a superposition of a large number of
independent Fourier modes leads to the Gaussian distri-
bution for the surface elevation. Therefore, the modulus
of the envelope is described by the Rayleigh distribution
and the modulus square of the envelope by the expo-
nential distributions [8]. This wave is also known as
partially-coherent. The authors demonstrated that the
distribution of the partially-coherent waves deviates from
the Gaussian during the propagation in the water tank.
This deviation signifies that the probability of extreme
events to emerge is increased. Moreover, the rate of the
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FIG. 1. Evolution of the Peregrine soliton. (a) Spa-
tiotemporal diagram of |ψ| plotted according the analytical
formula [9]. (b) Cross-section at ξ=0. (c) Corresponding
phase.
deviation strongly depends on the parameters of the ini-
tial conditions and the propagation distance.
This remarkable observation is in a good agreement
with numerical simulations of different hydrodynamic
models [10]. The leading order model that can be ap-
plied to unidirectional surface gravity waves is the 1-D
focusing Nonlinear Schro¨dinger (NLS) equation [2, 11–
14]. NLS is a universal equation that describes the evo-
lution of nonlinear dispersive waves under the assump-
tion of slowly varying envelope. Besides the deep water
waves this model governs at the leading order dynamics
of electromagnetic waves in a single-mode fiber [15] and
many other physical systems [16]. NLS became a sub-
ject of a broad interest after the proof of its integrability
with the inverse scattering transform (IST) method [17].
It is important to point out that the applicability of en-
velope models to the random water waves is a subject
of ongoing debates, but there are convincing arguments
provided in [18].
From integrability of the 1-D focusing NLS equation
follows the presence of solitonic solutions. In the con-
text of RWs, an important role plays a family of solitons
on the finite background. It is represented by solitons
of certain amplitude interacting with a plane wave. Dy-
namics of such solutions depends on the ratio between
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2the amplitude of the soliton and the level of the plane
wave background. There are three well-known members
of this family: Akhmediev breather [19], Kuznetsov-Ma
soliton [20, 21] and Peregrine soliton (PS) [22]. Solitons
of the finite background are widely considered as proto-
types of the RWs [13, 23, 24]. The PS (see Fig. 1) is local-
ized both in space and in time. This property coincides
well with the famous characteristic of the RW: it appears
out of nowhere and disappears without a trace. Partic-
ular importance of the PS in this context is highlighted
in [25]. Its emergence is usually related to the mechanism
of modulation instability of a perturbed plane wave (also
known as the Benjamin-Feir instability) [26].
Presence of the PSs in the spatiotemporal evolution of
the partially-coherent wave in the 1-D focusing NLS gov-
erned systems is an experimentally verified fact [27–29].
However, the modulation instability cannot be consid-
ered as a dominating mechanism in this case. Recent
advances in the semi-classical (zero-dispersion) limit of
the focusing NLS equation revealed another fundamen-
tal mechanism that universally leads to the emergence of
the PS. Self-focusing dynamics of a smooth single hump,
in the case when nonlinearity significantly dominates dis-
persion, inevitably leads to a gradient catastrophe. It is
proved in [30] and experimentally verified in [31] that the
structure which appears as a regularization of the gradi-
ent catastrophe asymptotically tends the PS. Since the
partially-coherent wave can be seen as a set of indepen-
dent humps at the early stage of the nonlinear propaga-
tion, the gradient catastrophe regularization mechanism
is expected to play an important role in its evolution. In
this article, we numerically demonstrate the influence of
the universal local emergence of the PSs on the statistical
characteristics of the partially-coherent wave.
II. INTEGRABLE TURBULENCE IN NLS
EQUATION
Evolution of random waves in a system governed by
an integrable model is considered in the framework of
integrable turbulence. The concept of integrable turbu-
lence is introduced by V. E. Zakharov in [32]. In the
context of the 1-D focusing NLS equation there are two
kinds of initial conditions that are widely studied: a
quasi-monochromatic wave with a small random pertur-
bation (condensate) [23, 33–36] and a partially-coherent
wave [10, 27, 28, 37–40]. A transition between these two
cases is studied as well using the numerical IST spectra
computation [41, 42].
In the first case, the underlying mechanism is well un-
derstood: the monochromatic wave is unstable towards
a small perturbation and, therefore, spatiotemporal dy-
namics is driven by modulation instability. Recent ad-
vances in the perturbation approach to this problem al-
lowed to solve exactly the direct and inverse problems for
the condensate with a small periodic noise [43, 44]. How-
ever, it is shown that the evolution of the condensate does
not lead to a more frequent emergence of extreme events
than it is predicted by the central limit theorem [33].
Discussion about a mechanism that drives the
partially-coherent wave dynamics can be found in [45].
The authors point out that structures locally similar to
the soliton of Peregrine are often found in the numer-
ical simulations and experimental measurements of the
partially-coherent wave propagation. Recent water tank
experiments confirm the observation [28, 29].
The definition of the partially-coherent wave used in
this article is the following:
ψ(ξ, τ) =
∑
k
ak(ξ) exp
2pii
T kτ with k ∈ Z, (1)
here ak(0) = |a0k|eiφ0k is a kth Fourier component with a
uniformly distributed random phase φ0k ∈ [−pi, pi]. This
way to introduce the partially-coherent wave guaranties
the periodical boundary conditions with the period T .
We write the 1-D focusing Nonlinear Schro¨dinger equa-
tion in the following way:
i
∂ψ
∂ξ
+
2
2
∂2ψ
∂τ2
+ |ψ|2ψ = 0, (2)
where  =
√
LNL/LD. In terms of variables adopted in
optics it is written as follows:  =
√
|β2|/γP0T 20 , where
β2 is the group velocity dispersion coefficient, γ - third
order nonlinearity coefficient, P0 =
1
T
∫ T
0
< |ψ(τ, 0)|2 >
dτ is the ensemble averaged number of particles and T0
is typical coherence time.
Fig. 2b shows a numerically generated spatiotempo-
ral diagram of the partially-coherent wave propagated in
the NLS system with =0.2. Due to the focusing na-
ture of the Eq. (2), partially-coherent initial conditions
can be considered at the early stages of propagation as
a set of independent humps, which also follows from the
diagram. We also see that if a hump exceeds a certain
limit, its dynamics inevitably leads to the formation of a
high amplitude coherent structure. It was shown previ-
ously that such structures can be locally fitted by the
PS [27, 38]. Local PSs emerged out of initial humps
are highlighted by white rectangles. Fig. 2d demon-
strates cross-sections of the spatiotemporal diagram at
ξ=0 (green) and 0.366 (orange). As we see, each local
hump produces at the first step a single spike during the
propagation. The maximum compression point of the
spike depends on the initial parameters of each isolated
hump. Around the point τ=2 we observe the spike at its
maximum compression. The zoomed window in the cen-
ter shows the fit with the analytical formula of the PS
(black dashed line). Remarkably, emergence of the PS
out of a hump which exceeds certain critical parameter
was predicted in [25] considering an initial problem with
constant boundary conditions.
Statistical properties of this system such as spectrum
or probability density function (PDF) evolve together
with ξ. It is demonstrated in an optical experiment [38]
that PDF of |ψ|2 in the case of partially-coherent wave
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FIG. 2. Numerical simulations of a partially-coherent wave propagation in the focusing NLS system. (a)
Probability density function of |ψ|2 at three different propagation distances ξ=0 (green), 0.366 (orange) and 2 (red). The
dashed black line corresponds to exp(−|ψ|2). (b) Spatiotemporal diagram of |ψ|. White boxes highlight the coherent structures
that appear out of initial humps and can be locally fitted with the Peregrine soliton. (c) Evolution of the Kurtosis (black).
Green, orange and red lines correspond to ξ =0, 0.366, 2. The Kurtosis and the probability density function are computed
over 10000 realizations of the partially-coherent wave similar to one depicted in (b). (d) |ψ|2 profile at two values of ξ= 0,
0.366 (colors are preserved). Inset plot demonstrates a fit of the hight amplitude event with the exact formula of the Peregrine
soliton. In all the simulations the value of  is 0.2.
after the propagation in a system governed by the 1-
D focusing NLS equation changes from exponential to
heavy-tailed (see Fig. 2a). It signifies that the proba-
bility of the hight amplitude events to appear increases
during the nonlinear propagation. This deviation is often
characterized by a normalized fourth order moment also
known as the Kurtosis. In this paper we use the following
definition of the Kurtosis: K4 =< |ψ|4 > / < |ψ|2 >2,
where < ... > stands for the ensemble averaging.
The evolution of the Kurtosis can be divided into three
parts (Fig. 2c). The first one (green area) corresponds to
an early stage of the evolution. In this case, the inten-
sity profile does not experience significant changes, while
the phase correlation occurs. The early stage of the evo-
lution of Kurtosis is fully described in the semi-classical
limit [46]. Deviation of the theory in the vicinity of the
upgoing slope was related to the occurrence of the gradi-
ent catastrophes in the dynamics of initial humps. The
second part (orange area) has a well defined local maxi-
mum (also called overshoot) which is not present in de-
focusing case [39, 47]. At this stage the dynamics of each
local hump can still be studied separately from its neigh-
bors. At the distance corresponding to the maximum
of K4 the probability to observe the RW is the highest.
Moreover, according to [47], the maximum of K4 corre-
sponds to the maximum of the spectral width. The third
part (red area) corresponds to the stationary state of the
partially-coherent wave dynamics. The description of the
stationary state remains an open problem.
III. SEMI-CLASSICAL LIMIT OF NLS.
UNIVERSAL EMERGENCE OF THE
PEREGRINE SOLITON
The emergence of the PS out of smooth rapidly de-
caying initial conditions is proved in the semi-classical
(or zero-dispersion) limit of the 1-D NLS. Zero-dispersion
limit implies that the parameter  in the 1-D NLS equa-
tion (2) tends to zero so the nonlinearity significantly
exceeds the dispersion.
Let’s apply so-called Madelung transformation [48, 49]:
ψ (ξ, τ) =
√
ρm (ξ, τ)e
iφ(ξ,τ)/, u (ξ, τ) = φτ (ξ, τ) , (3)
where
√
ρ is the wave amplitude and u - the instantaneous
frequency. The 1-D NLS equation (2) can be expressed as
a system of equations by separation of real and imaginary
parts:
ρξ + (ρu)τ = 0 (4)
uξ + uuτ − ρτ + 
2
4
[
ρ2τ
2ρ2
− ρττ
ρ
]
τ
= 0. (5)
In this form, the meaning of the introduced variables can
be easily understood. Indeed, the first equation is similar
to a continuity equation, with ρ - fluid density and u -
flow velocity field. Together with the second one these
equations are analogue of Euler equations for dispersive
hydrodynamics but with a negative pressure p = −ρ2/2.
4FIG. 3. Regularization of the gradient catastrophe by
local emergence of the Peregrine soliton. Parameter 
in the simulation is 1/10. (a,b,c) Spatiotemporal diagram,
amplitude and phase cross-section at the maximum compres-
sion point. 10sech(τ) function is taken as initial condition.
Black dashed line represents a fit of the local PS with the an-
alytical formula (7). The maximum compression point in the
simulation occurs at the distance ξ = 0.673 while the distance
predicted by expression (6) is 0.6514.
The last term in Eq. (5) is proportional to 2 and there-
fore it can be neglected at the early stage of the prop-
agation. As it is shown in [30, 50], the propagation of
smooth rapidly decaying initial conditions is described
by the equations (4,5) until a certain distance where the
gradients of ρ or u become (infinitely) large. This dis-
tance is called the point of the gradient catastrophe. For
the reduced set of equations, the problem is ill-posed and
the full system has to be considered. The way to describe
solutions in the vicinity of the gradient catastrophe point
is to use benefits of the semi-classiacal approximation in
the IST method. This is performed by M. Bertola and A.
Tovbis in [30]. They found that the gradient catastrophe
is regularized by universal appearance of a local coherent
structure which asymptotically tends to the PS. Here the
term universal is used to underline that Tovbis-Bertola
scenario does not depend on the exact shape, chirp or
solitonic content of the smooth initial conditions. Simi-
lar dynamics is observed in the 1-D NLS equation with
linear damping and a Gaussian driving, as well as a dis-
crete analogue of NLS [51, 52].
More explicitly the theory discussed above predicts at
the leading order that the point of PS emergence is given
by the following expression:
ξm = ξc + C
4/5, (6)
where ξm is the maximum compression point, ξc = 1/2 is
the point of gradient catastrophe in the case of absence
of a chirp, C = 0.955262458... is a universal constant.
The structure that emerges is approximated as:
|ψ(τ, ξm)| = a0
(
1− 4
1 + 4a20(τ/)
2
)
[1 +O(1/5)], (7)
which coincides with the formula of PS if  1.
This result is verified in fiber optics experiments [31].
Fiber optics experiments demonstrated that this scenario
can be observed far beyond the formal range of applica-
bility of the semi-classical limit of the 1-D NLS. Regu-
larization of the gradient catastrophe by emergence of
a coherent structure that is locally fitted by the PS is
observed up to  ≈ 0.45.
We demonstrate the PS emergence by the following
example. Let’s consider initial conditions in the form of
exact N solitons solution: ψ(0, τ) = sech(τ) with  = 1/N
(Fig. 3b,c green line N = 10). The spatiotemporal dia-
gram of its evolution in the 1-D focusing NLS (Fig. 3a)
shows that in the self-focusing dynamics leads to the
maximum compression point at ξ = 0.673. According the
semi-classical theory the point of the maximum compres-
sion occurs at ξ = 0.6514. The cross-sections (Fig. 3b)
show that the coherent structure that emerge is locally
similar to PS including the characteristic phase jump of
pi (Fig. 3c). This is in a good agreement with the exact
analytical expression (7) depicted by the black dashed
line in Fig. 3b,c.
IV. ROLE OF LOCAL EMERGENCE OF
PEREGRINE SOLITON IN DYNAMICS OF
PARTIALLY-WAVES
The validity of the semi-classical theory in a wide range
of values of  signifies that the scenario of regularization
of the gradient catastrophe by emergence of local PS due
to its universality can have a trace in the dynamics of
partially-coherent waves. As we demonstrated before,
partially-coherent initial conditions could be seen as a
set of separated humps at the early stage of the nonlinear
propagation. The form of the humps can be complex and
irregular, however, the result of Tovbis and Bertola does
not depend on the particular shape of initial conditions
requiring it only to be smooth. Therefore, we expect that
evolution of every individual hump having a value of loc
below of a certain threshold will lead to the appearance
of localized PS.
Partially-coherent wave has a typical coherence time
Th ∼ 1/∆ν, where ∆ν is a spectral width. Moreover, the
distribution of amplitudes of the local humps has a max-
imum which depends on the average number of particles
P0. Therefore, we can conclude that the distribution of
values of loc locally computed for each hump will also
have a certain maximum. Presence of statistically most
probable value of locally estimated loc implies that there
is a propagation distance at which the emergence of the
PS is the most probable.
The probability distribution of PS to appear as a func-
tion of ξ can be estimated numerically. We generate the
partially-coherent initial conditions in the Fourier space
according to the expression (1). The average number
of particles of the partially-coherent wave P0 is set to
1 as well as the typical initial humps duration. In or-
der to estimate the values of loc, we detect each local
hump in the initial conditions. In order to take into
account only the humps that will produce the PS and
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FIG. 4. Prediction of the maximum of the Kurtosis us-
ing the Tovbis-Bertola approach. Comparison between
the probability density of local Peregrine soliton emergence
point (red dot, right axis) and the Kurtosis at different propa-
gation distances (blue line, left axis). All parameters coincide
with ones in Fig. 2
contribute significantly to the statistics we put a thresh-
old |ψ(τ, 0)|2th = 2.5P0 found empirically. We exclude
double or multi-humps structures requiring the minimal
distance between the considered peaks to be more than
2. The value of loc is estimated as follows:
loc = /(Tloc
√
Ploc),
where  = 0.2, Tloc is the duration of the hump at the
half maximum of amplitude and Ploc is the square of
maximum value of the local hump amplitude. Having
the distribution of loc, we can apply Eq. (6) and find
a distribution of the PS emergence distances using the
following normalization:
ξps = ξmTloc/
√
Ploc
Fig. 4 shows the comparison between the PS emer-
gence probability density (red dots, right axis) and the
Kurtosis (blue line, left axis) (the same as the one de-
picted in Fig 2c). We found a remarkable juxtaposition
of the maxima of two curves. The asymmetry of the
Kurtosis at its overshoot can be explained by the pres-
ence of the next steps of the Tovbis-Bertola scenario in
the evolution of the partially-coherent wave. Indeed, the
emergence of double-peak coherent structures that follow
after the local PS are well-seen in the spatiotemporal di-
agram Fig. 2b.
The possibility to predict a position of the maximum of
the Kurtosis can be applied to different areas including
fiber optics. Following the work [27], we provide esti-
mates of the maximum of the Kurtosis for experimen-
tal parameters when propagation of the dynamics is well
described by the 1-D NLS equation. We consider two
signals of initial spectral widths 0.1 THz and 0.2 THz,
average power 2.6 W. Optical fiber has following charac-
teristics: β2 = −22 ps2/km, γ = 2.4 (Wkm)−1. Fig. 5a,b
show dependence of the Kurtosis on the propagation dis-
tance in km (left blue axis, blues curve) superimposed
b
a
c
(THz-1)
FIG. 5. Application to the optical fiber experiments.
(a,b) Comparison between the probability density of local
Peregrine soliton emergence point (red dot, right axis) and
the Kurtosis at different propagation distances (blue line,
left axis). Black dashed line corresponds to the Kurtosis
of the partially-coherent signal with zero phase. Spectral
width of the partially-coherent initial conditions - 0.1 (a)
and 0.2 (b) THz, average power is 2.6 W for both cases,
β2 = −22 ps2/km, γ = 2.4 (Wkm)−1. (c) Prediction for the
Kurtosis maximum position for different values of spectral
width keeping all other parameters fixed.
with the dependence of the local PS emergence proba-
bility density (right red axis, red dots). The value of
nonlinearity in these two cases is less than in the one de-
picted in Fig. 4. Therefore, the Kurtosis contains only a
trace of the local PS. This also follows from the fact that
the width of the overshoot coincides well with the width
of the distribution of PS emergence distances.
However, considering parameters far from the semi-
classical limit we expect that the role of non-constant
phase in partially-coherent wave dynamics is increasing.
This follows directly from the expressions (3). We in-
vestigate the influence of the phase by providing similar
numerical simulations with exactly the same initial data
but setting the phase in the direct space to zero. The evo-
lution of K4 in the zero phase case is shown in 5a,b by
6the black dashed lines. For the spectral width of 0.1 THz
we clearly see a smaller overshoot. Maximum of the over-
shoot is located at the same distance as in the case of the
partially-coherent wave. For the higher spectral width
(0.2 THz) the maximum of the Kurtosis is significantly
shifted forward. Its peak value is close to the one at
the stationary state. Remarkably, the Kurtosis in the
zero phase case asymptotically tends to the one of the
partially-coherent wave at the stationary state.
Assuming the validity of our approach from the spec-
tral width 0.2 THz and below, we provide systematic esti-
mates of the position of the maximum of the Kurtosis for
the fixed value of average power 2.6 W. Figure 5c shows
the dependence of the peak value of the Kurtosis as a
function of inverse spectral width. In the given range of
parameters, the dependence is close to linear.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Thereby, we can conclude that the universal mecha-
nism of gradient catastrophe regularization through the
local formation of the Peregrine soliton-like structures
plays an important role in the integrable turbulence of
the 1-D focusing NLS equation. Its universality leads
to the presence of a statistically most probable point of
emergence of the Peregrine solitons which is represented
by an overshoot in the Kurtosis evolution.
This process can be considered as a possible explana-
tion of the RW formation problem, of course only at the
leading order. Indeed, the experimental works (see for ex-
ample [18]) suggest that the dynamics of surface gravity
waves having high values of steepness can significantly de-
viate from the one predicted by the NSL equation. How-
ever, presence of the overshoot in the evolution of the
Kurtosis is also found in non-integrable hydrodynamic
models such as the Dysthe equation or even the full Eu-
ler equations as well as real experimental data [10, 53, 54].
This fact suggests that the presented way of predicting
the maximum of the Kurtosis could be extended to a
more general case by taking into the account an influence
of higher order terms. The applicability of this approach
to non-integrable systems has to be thoughtfully ana-
lyzed which is far beyond the scope of this manuscript.
A part of ideas presented in this article were proposed
in the PhD thesis written by the author [55].
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